PRESS RELEASE

Sashastra Seema Bal Apprehended 3 hardcore wanted Naxalites from Bihar-Jharkhand Border

New Delhi (24 July, 2018): - Troopers of 29th Battalion of Sashastra Seema Bal Gaya, Bihar nabbed three wanted hardcore naxalites in three different operations with local police of distt- Gaya (Bihar). The apprehension of these hardcore Naxalites is hailed as a major success for security forces and setback to the active Naxalites and Naxal Groups.

On 23.07.2018 at about 1720 hrs, hardcore naxalite Ramvilash Yadav was arrested from Vill-Nawadi of distt-Gaya (Bihar) in a joint operation conducted by Company Operating Base (COB) Bibipeshra of 29th Bn Gaya (Bihar) and local police. Arrested Naxal Ramvilash Yadav(44 Yrs) is a native of village- Nawadi of Distt-Gaya (Bihar). Ramvilash was on the run from last 8 years and he was wanted in following cases:-


In another operation with local police Company Operating Base (COB) Mohanpur of 29th Bn SSB Gaya (Bihar) apprehended a wanted hardcore Naxal Ravi Kumar. Ravi Kumar (21Yrs) hails from village-Khap of Dist-Gaya (Bihar) he is a very close associate of Praddymna Sharma group and he was involved in planting Improvised Explosive Device (IED) near middle school at village Mathurapur against security forces during Bihar Assembly elections 2015. He was wanted in following cases:


The third hardcore wanted naxal Rajender Sao (44yrs) was apprehended by 29th Bn SSB Gaya (Bihar) and local police in a joint operation on 23.07.2018 .he hails from Village-Tilaiya of Distt Gaya (Bihar) and was wanted in following cases:

The arrested Naxalite Rajendra Sao and Ramvilash Yadav were handed over to the Police Station- Barachatti and Naxalite Ravi Kumar was handed over to Police Station Mohanpur of District- Gaya (Bihar).
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